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ABSTRACT

Self-similarity has played an important role in mathemat-
ics and some areas of science, most notably physics. We
briefly examine how it has become an important idea in
imaging, with reference to fractal image coding and, more
recently, other methods that rely on the local self-similarity
of images. These include the more recent nonlocal meth-
ods of image processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the appearance of B. Mandelbrot’s classic work,
The Fractal Geometry of Nature [28], the idea of self-
similarity has played a very important role in mathematics
and physics. In the late-1980’s, M. Barnsley of Georgia
Tech, with coworkers and students, showed that sets of
contractive maps with associated probabilities, called “It-
erated Function Systems” (IFS), could be used not only
to generate fractal sets and measures but also to approxi-
mate natural objects and images. This gave birth tofrac-
tal image compression, which would become a hotbed of
research activity over the next decade. Indeed, twenty
years have passed sinceFractals Everywhere [4], Barns-
ley’s beautiful exposition of IFS theory and its applica-
tions, was first published.

Historically, most fractal image coding research fo-
cussed on its compression capabilities, i.e., obtaining the
best possible accuracy with the smallest possible domain
pool. As a result, these investigations would rarely venture
beyond observing what “optimal” domain blocks could
provide. By taking a step back, however, and examin-
ing the statistics of how well image subblocks are ap-
proximated by other subblocks, at either the same scale
or different scales, one sees that natural images are gen-
erally quite self-similar. This actually explains why frac-
tal image coding – a nonlocal image processing method –
“works” (with the acknowledgment that it no longer fur-
nishes a competitive method of image compression).

Furthermore, these observations have led to the formu-
lation of a general model of local affine image self simi-
larity [2] that includes, as special cases, cross-scale fractal
coding and same-scale nonlocal means denoising. In other
words, a number of nonlocal image processing methods
may be viewed under a common theme of self-similarity.

In this paper, we outline the evolution of the idea of
self-similarity from Mandelbrot’s “generators” to Iterated
Function Systems and fractal image coding. We then briefly
examine the use of fractal-based methods for tasks other
than image compression, e.g., denoising and superresolu-
tion. Finally, we examine some extensions and variations
of nonlocal image processing that are inspired by fractal-
based coding.

2. FROM SELF-SIMILARITY TO FRACTAL
IMAGE CODING

2.1. Some history

In The Fractal Geometry of Nature, B. Mandelbrot showed
how “fractal” sets could be viewed as limits of iterative
schemes involvinggenerators. In the simplest case, a gen-
eratorG acts on a setS (for example, a line segment) to
produceN finely-contracted copies ofS and then arranges
these copies in space according to a prescribed rule. Start-
ing with an appropriate “initiator set”S0, the iteration pro-
cedureSn+1 = G(Sn) converges, in the limitn → ∞, to
a fractal setS.

Last, but certainly not least, the setS is “self-similar,”
meaning that arbitrarily small pieces ofS are scaled-down
copies ofS. Consequently,S can be expressed as a union
of contracted copies of itself.

Some of Mandelbrot’s examples were certainly not
new. For example, in the classical construction of the
ternary Cantor set, the usual “middle-thirds” dissection
procedure is represented by a generatorG that, acting on
a line segment of lengthl, produces two contracted copies
of lengthl/3 which are separated by a distancel/3. From
this, the Cantor set is viewed as a union of two contracted
copies of itself. (And, in turn, we obtain its fractal dimen-
sionD to beln 2/ ln 3.) These simple examples, however,
led to more general constructions, including random frac-
tals. The result was a rather unified treatment of fractal
geometry.

The next leap in fractal analysis and construction came
with the work of J. Hutchinson [24]. One of the main in-
gredients was a set ofN contractive mapswi : X → X
on a complete metric space(X, d). Associated with these
maps was a set-valued mappingw, defined as the union of



the set-valued actions of thewi. (As such,w performed
the shrink-and-placement procedure of Mandelbrot’s gen-
eratorG.) Hutchinson showed thatw is contractive in
(H(X), h), the complete metric space of non-empty com-
pact subsets ofX with Hausdorff metrich. From Ba-
nach’s theorem, there exists a unique setA ∈ H(X), the
attractor of the IFSw, which satisfies the fixed point re-
lation

A = w(A) =
N⋃

n=1

wi(A). (1)

A is self-similar since it can be expressed as a union of
copies of itself.

Hutchinson also considered a set of probabilitiespi

associated with the spatial mapswi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . These
are used to define an operatorM on the spaceM(X) of
Borel probability measures onX : Very briefly, the action
of M on a measureµ is to produceN spatially-contracted
copies ofµ (via thewi) which are then weighted according
to the respective probabilitiespi. The operatorM is con-
tractive in(M(X), dM ), wheredM denotes the Monge-
Kantorovich metric. Therefore there exists a unique mea-
sureµ̄ ∈ M(X) satisfying the fixed point relation

µ̄(S) = Mµ̄(S) =

N∑

i=1

piµ̄(w−1
i (S), ∀S ∈ H(X).

(2)
Moreover, the support of̄µ is the IFS attractorA. Thein-
variant measure µ satisfies a more generalized self-similarity
or self-tiling property.

M. Barnsley and S. Demko [5] independently discov-
ered the use of such systems of mappings and associated
probabilities for the construction of fractal sets and mea-
sures, coining the term “Iterated Function Systems” (IFS).
Their analysis was framed in a more probabilistic setting
and gave rise to the well-knownchaos game algorithm for
generating pictures of attractors and invariant measures.

Even more significant is the following: In the Barns-
ley/Demko paper was the first suggestion that IFS might
be useful for theapproximation of natural objects. This
was the seed for theinverse problem of fractal-based ap-
proximation: Given a “target” setS, for example, a leaf,
can one find an IFS with attractorA that approximatesS
to some desired degree of accuracy?

Subsequently, Barnsley and students [6] showed how
the inverse problem could be reformulated/simplified in
terms of the following “Collage Theorem,” a simple con-
sequence of Banach’s fixed point theorem: Given a con-
traction mapT : X → X with contraction factorc ∈
[0, 1) and fixed point̄x, then

d(x, x̄) ≤
1

1 − c
d(x, Tx), ∀x ∈ X. (3)

If x ∈ X is a “target” (set or measure) that we wish to
approximate with the fixed point̄x of a contraction mapT ,
then instead of searching for aT (i.e., an IFS) that makes
the approximation errord(x, x̄) small, one looks for aT
such that thecollage distance d(x, Tx) is small – in other

words a transformT that mapsx as close as possible to
itself. For IFS on sets, cf. Eq. (1), this amounts to looking
for ways in which a setS can be approximated by a union
of contracted and distorted copies of itself. This procedure
was illustrated very nicely for a generic leaf-shape in [6].

In [6] was also presented the infamous “Barnsley fern”
– the attractor of a four-map IFS with probabilities (IFSP).
But this “fern” was more than an IFS attractor setA – it
was an invariant measureµ which could be represented on
a computer screen as a shaded image. In other words, the
construction ofsets by IFS now becomes the construction
of images by IFSP.

Naturally, the next question was: “Can IFS(P) be used
to approximate other natural objects?” But an even more
ambitious question was: “Can IFS(P) be used to approxi-
mate images?” There were various attempts (which will
not be reviewed here, for lack of space), and Barnsley
himself announced success to the world in the January
1988 issue ofBYTE magazine [3], claiming that astronom-
ical rates of data compression could be achieved with IFS
image coding. However, the details of the IFS compres-
sion method were not revealed at that time for proprietary
reasons. (Barnsley had been granted a software patent and
subsequently founded Iterated Systems Incorporated.)

The thesis of A. Jacquin [25], one of Barnsley’s Ph.D.
students, however, removed much of the mystery behind
IFS image coding. Indeed, Jacquin’s seminal paper [26]
described in sufficient detail the method ofblock-based
fractal image coding which is still the basis of most, if not
all, fractal-based image coding methods. It is, of course,
overly ambitious to expect that an image can be well ap-
proximated with smaller parts of itself. Therefore, in the
spirit of standard block-based image coding methods (e.g.,
DCT, VQ), range or child subblocks of an image were
approximated by affine greyscale transformations of deci-
mated versions of largerdomain or parent subblocks. Al-
though Jacquin’s original formulation was in terms of mea-
sures, the method is easily interpreted in terms of image
functions.

Jacquin’s original paper launched an intensive activity
in fractal image compression. One of the main drawbacks
of fractal coding is the time required to search for optimal
domain blocks. As such, there was much investigation on
how to achieve the best quality with as little searching as
possible. A discussion of some of these methods can be
found in [19, 20, 27].

2.2. A closer look at block-based fractal image coding

Here we outline the most important features of fractal im-
age coding. Interested readers will find more detailed treat-
ments in [7, 19, 20, 27].

For simplicity, the supportX of an image functionu
will be considered asn×n pixel array, i.e., a discrete sup-
port. Now consider a partition ofX into nonoverlapping
subblocksRi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , so thatX = ∪iRi. Associated
with range block Ri is a largerdomain block Di ⊂ X
so thatRi = wi(Di), wherewi is a 1-1 contraction map.
(In the pixel case, it will represent the decimation needed



to accomplish the spatial contraction.) Assume that the
image functionu(Ri) = u|Ri

supported on each sub-
block Ri is well approximated by a spatially-contracted
and greyscale-modified copy ofu(Di) = u|Di

:

u(Ri) ≈ φi(u(w−1
i (Di)), (4)

where theφi : R → R are greyscale maps that are usually
affine in form, i.e.,φi(t) = αit + βi. Because the range
blocksRi are nonoverlapping, we can write Eq. (4) as

u(x) ≈ (Tu)(x) = αi(u(w−1
i (x))) + βi, x ∈ Ri, (5)

whereT is thefractal transform operator defined by the
range-domain assignments and the affine greyscale maps
φi. Under suitable conditions on theαi greyscale coef-
ficients and theR2 contraction factors of thewi, the op-
eratorT is contractive in an appropriate image function
metric spaceF(X) (typicallyL2(X)). As such, there will
exist a unique fixed point̄u ∈ F(X) such thatT ū = ū.

It would seem natural that for each range blockRi,
we choose the domain blockDj(i) that best approximates
it, i.e., that yields the lowest approximation error∆ij as
defined below:

∆ij = min
α,β∈Π

‖u(Ri) − αu(Dj) − β‖. (6)

Here,‖ · ‖ denotes theL2(X) norm. Π ⊂ R
2 denotes

the feasible(α, β) parameter space, which will be suitably
restricted for a given application.

This is, in fact, equivalent to minimizing the collage
error d(u, Tu) = ‖u − Tu‖ in Eq. (3). As such, we
expect that the fixed point̄u will be a reasonable approx-
imation to the target imageu. Moreover,ū can be gener-
ated by simple iteration: Starting with any seedu0 (e.g.
a blank screen), the iteration procedureun+1 = Tun is
guaranteed to converge tōu. (In fact, for the discrete, i.e.,
pixellated, case, convergence is achieved in a finite num-
ber of steps.) Note that the fractal transform is an example
of a nonlocal transform – a portion of the image function
u is approximated by another portion that, in general, lies
elsewhere.

In the early days of fractal image compression, most
people used affine greyscale maps because they seemed to
be the best “compromise” in terms of rate-distortion – rea-
sonably good fitting with only two parameters. As well,
the coefficients are easy to compute. A few people also
looked at higher order polynomials. Perhaps the most sig-
nificant work in this vein was done by D. Monro and stu-
dents/coworkers at the University of Bath [30, 31]. They
examined higher order polynomials int, the greyscale vari-
able and also, more significantly, “place-dependent” grey-
scale maps, e.g.,φ(x, y, t) = at + b + cx + dy. They
claimed that the computational cost of storing the addi-
tional parametersc and d in their “Bath Fractal Trans-
form” was offset by not having to search for parent blocks.
For example, in their first implementations of the BFT,
domain blocks were simply larger blocks co-centric with
their respective range blocks.

That being said, we believe that affine maps capture
visual similarities reasonably well. Higher-degree poly-
nomials will provide better approximations but probably
at the expense of artificial visual similarities.

2.3. Fractals beyond compression

More recently, the ability of fractal coding to solve prob-
lems other than compression has investigated. In [22, 23],
it was first observed that fractal-based methods have de-
noising capabilities. There are two principal reasons: (i)
the affine greyscale fitting between domain and range blocks
causes some variance reduction in the noise and (ii) the
spatial contraction/pixel decimation involved in mapping
domain blocks to range blocks provides further variance
reduction. Additional denoising can be achieved by using
estimates of the noise variance to estimate the fractal code
of the noiseless image [22]. And the fact that each range
block is well approximated by a number of domain blocks
– an important point that will be discussed further below
– can be exploited to perform denoising by using multiple
parents [1].

Due to the resolution-independent nature of the fractal
transform, interpolation algorithms called “fractal zoom”
have been also been developed in the literature [19, 20, 21,
27, 32]. Very recently, we have shown that suchsuper-
resolution can be accomplished in the frequency domain
using IFS-type methods [29].

3. NEWER TRENDS IN SELF-SIMILARITY

3.1. Statistical studies on image self-similarity

Recent investigations [1, 2] have shown that images gen-
erally possess a great deal of local affine self-similarity:
Image subblocks are well approximated by a number of
other blocks, at the same or different scales, when affine
greyscale transformations are employed (and to a lesser
degree when only the identity greyscale transformation
is employed). This has led to the introduction of a sim-
ple model of affine image self-similarity [2] which in-
cludes the method of fractal image coding (cross-scale,
affine greyscale similarity) and the nonlocal means de-
noising method [9, 10] (same-scale, translational similar-
ity) as special cases.

In [2] was presented numerical evidence that the dis-
tributions of domain-range approximation errors∆ij de-
fined in Eq. (6) can be used to characterize the relative
degree of self-similarity of images. For many natural im-
ages, the distributions of errors∆ij demonstrate signifi-
cant peaking near zero error. For others, the distributions
are broader and peak farther away from zero. The latter
images are judged to be less self-similar than the former.
As noise of increasing variance is added to an image, the
distributions broaden and move outward as well. In [15],
we have also examined the distribution of neighborhood
distances at various scales for various natural images. Fig-
ure 1 shows some of the results. It is observed that for
each test image, the similarity between the same-scale and
cross-scale histograms is striking. The details in produc-
ing the histograms are discussed in [15].
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Figure 1. Histograms of approximation errors∆ij for
same-scale (middle) and cross-scale (right) cases for vari-
ous images [15].

3.2. Including a priori information in the fractal code

Fractal imaging methods have relied almost exclusively
on the Collage Theorem for coding and on Banach’s con-
traction mapping theorem for decoding, i.e., to generate
the attractor of the fractal transform. This can be viewed
as a major drawback for the traditional fractal-based meth-
ods in that the output is quite restricted – no prior knowl-
edge or additional regularization can be combined with
these methods. One may well ask whether it is absolutely
necessary to employ Banach’s contraction mapping prin-
ciple.

Recently, we have examined various possibilities of
including a priori information with the fractal code [11,
12]. In [12] an algebraic formulation is presented, in which
prior information may be incorporated in terms of penalty
functions. The problem is then solved by minimization.

In [11], it is shown that fractal image coding can be
viewed and generalized in terms of the method of projec-
tions onto convex sets (POCS). In the approach, the frac-
tal code is considered as a set of spatial domain similarity
constraints. As a result, POCS provides an opportunity to
apply the fractal code of an image along with additional
constraints at the decoding stage.

As an illustration, assume that we have an incomplete
fractal code of an image, i.e., some range-domain block
assignments along with their corresponding greyscale co-
efficients are missing. In this case, the usual fractal de-
coding scheme employing an arbitrary “seed” image will
collapse since the range blocks of the image for which the
fractal code is missing cannot be modified. These blocks
will simply remain stationary, identical to the correspond-
ing subblocks of the seed image. This is demonstrated in
the middle images of Figures 2 and 3, which are the results
of normal fractal decoding. In Figure 2, the fractal codes
corresponding to all range blocks in the bottom half of
an image are missing. In Figure 3, the fractal codes cor-
responding to some randomly selected range blocks are

Figure 2.Lena attractor 4x4 range block size, decoded in
the case that the bottom half of the fractal code is missing.
Seed image is black. POCS scheme [11]

Figure 3. A quarter of the code related to the range blocks
in black is missing, DecodedLena attractor image starting
from black seed, where one quarter of the fractal code is
randomly missing. POCS scheme [11]

missing. Such a missing-code problem is, in fact, un-
derdetermined. As such, we consider an additional low
pass-filtering operation which corresponds to a smooth-
ness condition. When this condition is used along with
the POCS model of fractal coding, we obtain the images
on the right side of Figures 2 and 3. The results repre-
sent a significant improvement over the middle images of
Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

3.3. Non-local means image and film denoising

A new and important denoising method which involves
self-similarity is nonlocal-means (NL-means) image de-
noising [9, 10]. The authors have demonstrated that this
algorithm has the ability to outperform classical denois-
ing methods, including Gaussian smoothing, Wiener filter,
TV filter, wavelet thresholding, and anisotropic diffusion.
Furthermore, an extension of the algorithm has been de-
veloped [8] to address the problem of image denoising of
image sequences.

As mentioned ealier, the denoising properties of the
fractal transform operator have been analyzed in [22, 23,
1]. Here we mention some of the main differences be-
tween fractal denoising and NL-means denoising:

• The blocks in fractal-based methods are typically
taken at two different scales (coarse and fine), while
the NL-means algorithm introduced in [9, 10] con-
siders only same-scale similarity.

• In the NL-means algorithm, blocks are compared
solely in terms of theL2 distance between them. In
fractal coding, an additional affine greyscale trans-
formation is used.

• The NL-means is not an iterative scheme. One ap-
plication of the operator completes the denoising



task. However, the fractal denoising scheme [22]
is iterative. In [13] it is shown how one may con-
struct a contractive operator along with an iterative
scheme for NL-means denoising. However, the iter-
ation procedure is not computationally feasible since
the matrix representation of the NL-means operator
is not sparse, unlike the case for fractal transforms.

• The NL-means scheme involves the replacement of
one pixel at a time. This produces a kind of con-
tinuity across pixels, in contrast to standard fractal
decoding, which generally suffers from blockiness
across range block boundaries, since entire range
blocks are being replaced.

• In the NL-means scheme, each pixel is replaced by
a weighted average of all pixel intensities in the im-
age, where blocks of greater similarity have larger
weights. Such a counterpart exists in fractal image
coding in the form of multiparent transforms [1],
but has not been extensively employed.

3.3.1. Same-scale vs. cross-scale approximations

(a) (b)

h = e0

h = e1

h = e2

h = e3

h = e4

(c)

Figure 4. (a) The original image, (b) A noisy observation,
In (c): For each value ofh are shown: Traditional NL-
means (left), NL-means using cross-scale approximations
(middle), their difference (right). [15]
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Figure 5. PSNR vsln h for images plotted on left and in
middle of Figure 4(c). [15]

As mentioned above in the first item above, a funda-
mental difference between NL-means and fractal coding
is same-scale vs. cross-scale similarity exploitation. The
statistical experiments performed in [15] hint that an ap-
propriately defined cross-scale version of the NL-means
filter should behave in a similar fashion to the traditional
same-scale NL-means filter. Figure 4 demonstrates a re-
sult of a denoising experiment reported in [15] using the
same-scale and cross-scale counter-part of the NL-means
algorithm for different values smoothing parameterh [See
[9, 10] for the definition ofh]. Figure 5 compares the
PSNR of the output for these cases.

3.4. Non-local means image and video zooming

3.4.1. Single frame image zooming

In [14] is presented a single-frame image zooming tech-
nique based on so-called “self-examples”. The method
combines the ideas of fractal-based image zooming and
nonlocal-means image denoising in a consistent frame-
work. In Figure 6, we present some results of this algo-
rithm. It can be seen that the algorithm performs denois-
ing in parallel with zooming. For purposes of comparison,
the results of pixel replication and bilinear interpolation
are also presented.

Figure 6. Original, Pixel replication, Bilinear, Self-
examples. For both rowsh = 37.5 is applied. In the
second row the standard deviation of noise isσ = 25.
[14]



Figure 7. A comparison of the image zooming using self-
examples. Odd rows: Original, Pixel replication, Bilinear,
Self-examples. Even rows: The corresponding Fourier
spectra of the corresponding image above image. [14]

Noisy input Pixel replication Bilinear interpolation

h = 2.5 h = 12.5 h = 20

h = 25 h = 250 h = 2500

Figure 8. A comparison of the results obtained by image
zooming using self-examples for different values of the
filter parameterh. A noisy input image is considered for
which the standard deviation of noise isσ = 12.5. [14]

In Figure 7, rows 1 and 3, are shown the results of this
algorithm when applied to a simple circular shape in both
noiseless and noisy situations, respectively. Below each
of these rows are displayed the Fourier spectra of each
image. In the bottom two rows of this figure are shown the
effect of this algorithm on a Gaussian white noise sample,
along with corresponding Fourier spectra. The value of
the filter parameterh was set in a way that the variance of
noise was three-quarters of the variance of the input noise.
However, the output is still noise-like, as opposed to the
results of bilinear and pixel replication. It can be seen
that the Fourier spectrum of the output is also distributed
rather uniformly over the frequency domain, as opposed
to the pixel replication and bilinear interpolation cases.

In Figure 8 are presented the results of this algorithm
as applied to a noisy input image, with various values of
the filter parameterh. It can be seen that small values
of h produce noisy outputs. Ash increases, the output
is increasingly smoothed and will approach a constant as
h → ∞.

3.4.2. Multiframe super-resolution

Super-resolution (see e.g., [17] for an introduction) is an-
other challenging inverse problem which has received much
interest over the last few decades. In [16], a novel super-
resolution scheme is introduced to increase the resolution
of multi-frame image sequences. The method is closely
associated with the NL-means [8]. In the proposed al-
gorithm, no explicit motion estimation is performed, un-
like the case in many other methods. Furthermore, the re-
sults are comparable, if not superior, to many existing ap-
proaches (e.g., [18]), especially in the case of low signal-
to noise ratio. The computational burden of the scheme
is a formidable challenge, however, which precludes any
iteration scheme to improve the results.

Figure 9 shows some results obtained when this method
is applied to an image sequence taken from the data-set li-
brary of MDSP at the University of California Santa Cruz.

We have taken the first 20 frames, of size32×32 from
this sequence, and have added independent additive white
Gaussian noise of standard deviationσ = 12.5 to the data
set. The top image in Figure 9 is obtained when nearest
neighborhood interpolation is applied to the second frame
of this sequence, with a zooming factor of3. The middle
image of Figure 9 is the result of bilinear interpolation
applied to the same frame. The bottom image of Figure
9 shows result of our algorithm. Details of the algorithm
and parameters used can be found in [16].



Figure 9. From top to bottom, Nearest neighbohood,
Bilinear interpolation, and Proposed multi-frame super-
resolution in [16]

Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have briefly examined the implications of
self-similarity in various imaging problems. One goal was
to examine the relationships between traditional fractal-
based methods and some more recent imaging inverse prob-
lems which employ self-similarity properties as a regu-
larizer. Because of space limitations, many details were
skipped – the interested reader can consult the references
for more information.
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